Installation Instructions for:

ACCESSORIES:

(Make sure both the wall and mounting surface are clean, dust free and dry.)

Recessed Soap Dish:
(Single, Double and Big Daddy Caddy.)

It is recommended to install soap dish after surround panels are set
in place. The space the soap dish will be installed must be
predetermined before surround is installed. Be sure there are no studs,
plumbing or electrical lines in the way.

Single Recessed Soap Dish
5 5/8” x 6 1/4” cut out size

Recessed Soap
& Shampoo Dish
14 1/8” x 7” cut out size

1) Hold soap dish finished face against the panel where it will be
installed. Trace the perimeter of soap dish on the panel. Trace a second
line about 1/4” smaller (3/4” for Big Daddy Caddy) on all sides. Double
measure and check level. ERASE OUTER LINE.
2) Drill a pilot hole in each corner. Drill all the way through the panel and
backing dry wall. Then, with a fine tooth saber saw, cut along your marked line.
3) Trial fit soap dish in hole to insure the flange fits flat against panel and
is aligned properly.

Double Recessed Soap
Bid Daddy Caddy
& Shampoo Dish
14 1/2” x 20” cut out size
10 3/4” x 14” cut out size

Corner Shelf:
1) Trial fit shelves in corner. If the corner is out of square you can sand, grind
or cut one or both edges that fit against the wall, for a tight fit. NOTE: Don’t
sand so much off of one side that your keyhole notches are gone.
2) Hold shelf in place and mark on panels where the center of the keyhole notches
are on the under side of the shelf. Make sure holes are level or slightly higher on the
two inside holes. You want shower water to drain properly. Drill a 5/16” hole deep
enough to accept the plastic sleeves.
3) Insert sleeves so they are flush. Screw in 1/4” screws about half way. Put the shelf
on top of the screws in or out intil the keyhole notches fit down evenly over the screws.
Double check level.
4) Use the color caulk of your choice on the top and bottom side of shelf.
Be sure to fill in the notches to cover the screws.
Corner Shelf
12” x 12” x 3/4”
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